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Brand New Habit Building Program each month
Step-by-step instructions to build the habit
Done for You Strategies to Implement Daily
Monthly goal setting and strategy sessions
LIVE Q&A to help you to problem-solve & achieve your goals
Check-ins from an Innerfit mentor
Accountability Pods to stay on track*
Access to Innerfit for Women online courses
One FREE Innerfit For Women program* of your choice
Access to the weekly Feed Your Family Meal plan
25% off code to use on our website for any other programs you wish to use
All the Workout, Yoga and Meditation Programs You’ll Need - all year!
10% off Skincare via Innerfit For Women (Rodan and Fields Affiliated)
Exclusive Pre-Release Access to new programs and challenges

"We are constantly taking in information, yet we are rarely given the time or tools to implement them

for change. This is what VIPme is all about; giving women the tools and opportunity to make those

changes and see transformation in their lives” (Amelia)

Our Mission:
Our mission with the VIPMe Membership is to allow women a chance to stop, slow down and
take the time to make themselves the VIP of their own life. We want to remove the busy noise
of information and guide you through taking action and seeing the results you want, whatever
they may be. We will work to provide you with all the necessary tools to do this, within this
program. We will not be overloading you with information, we will be guiding you with step-
by-step tasks that lead to success.
 We encourage you to enjoy the slower pace of information and action and truly indulge in the
changes that will happen with minimal impact on your everyday life.

Delivery of the Program:
The VIPMe membership will be hosted on our mobile app.  This is so that members get the
information as it s released, without the noise and distraction of social media or emails.  All
programs, course content, daily tasks/reminders and forums will be held on the app.
Occasionally, LIVE Q&A sessions may be held off the app in another platform.  This is yet to
be advised.

Inclusions:
The Innerfit for Women VIPMe program is designed to give women the support they need to
take action on their health and wellness.  With everything broken down into manageable
steps, members are encouraged to take time to focus on building habits and go through the
content at the pace that it is set on the mobile app.  As such, members will have access to:

Innerfit for Women reserves the right to add additional items to the inclusion list at anytime. 
 This inclusions list is subject to change on or after November 30 2023.

https://www.innerfitforwomen.com/feedyourfamily
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Lower Membership price than future intakes
The same membership price for the life of the membership (both monthly and annual
subscriptions)
Always 25% off all products and services (excluding InnerfitGO! programs) for the life of
the membership

*The accountability pods will be FREE for Founding Members. After that, it will be an add-on
service provided to VIPME Members.
*Free Innerfit program of choice - members can choose any $29 program (or less). One per
member per 12 month period. This is only available for those who purchase the 12 month
upfront subscription.
*Mentor check-ins may happen via email, messenger or text message. This is at the discretion
of the mentor.

Free Program of Choice:
Upon becoming a VIPMe Member and purchasing the 12month upfront subscription,
members can choose ONE free Innerfit For Women program to be added to their profile. The
value of this program is to be $29 or less. This program will be added to the Members Area on
the Mobile App within 48hours of joining the Membership program. This will not be emailed to
the member.

Founding Members:
Any members who subscribe to the Innerfit For Women VIPMe program in the initial
membership intake in December 2022 are considered Founding Members. This results in:

Should, however, the Founding Member cancel their subscription and re-join at a later date,
the Founding Member benefits will no longer apply. Membership must be continuous from
December 2022, and taking up the program at a later date will incur the subscription price
and inclusions at the time of re-joining.

Length of Membership:
The VIPMe Membership program is a minimum 3month term.  Members can not cancel their
subscription before this time.  If on a monthly payment plan, members can opt to cancel their
membership anytime after 3 full months since the date of purchase.  If paying for a full year
upfront, the length of the term is 12months.

Automatic Renewal of Membership:
Membership will be a rolling contract.  Members understand that their memberships will only
be cancelled at their request, in writing, and not by the Innerfit For Women team (unless is
necessary through actions of impropriety on behalf of the member).  Monthly subscriptions
will continue until cancelled.  Yearly subscriptions will renew every 12months, unless
cancelled by the member, using the cancellation requirements in this document.
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Innerfit For Women fails to provide the content that is outlined on their website and social
media pages

How To Cancel Your Membership:
Members can cancel their membership at any time after the initial 3 month period by writing
to the Innerfit for Women team and requesting a cancellation. This can be done at
info@innerfitforwomen.com. Cancellations must be requested at least 48hours before a new
subscription cycle is scheduled, otherwise it will rollover and be applied at the end of the
next cycle.

Refunds:
As members are gaining access to everything in the VIP Membership upon joining, no refunds
will be given to any members under any circumstances, unless:

Refunds will not be given for change of mind or lack of results. We are not, and cannot be
held, responsible for the level of commitment that members bring to the program. Please
note this before purchasing this membership.

Failure to Make Payment:
Failure to make a subscription payment will result in a $4.95 Admin Fee, per subscription that
is late or unpaid. Failure to make payment for the initial 3 month period will result in both the
admin fee and notice to relevant and necessary debt collection agencies.

Sharing of Content or Access:
VIPMe Members are strictly prohibited from providing their membership access details with
other persons.  One person per membership at all times.
Additionally, members are not permitted to share any content of any program with other
persons under any circumstances.  Failure to comply with these items will result in
cancellation of membership with no refund given, and any outstanding subscription
payments must still be met.  Innerfit For Women also reserve the right to follow legal action
for any breach of copyright conducted by members, including the sharing, copying or
redistribution of our programs and challenges.

Staying Updated:
The onus is on the member to ensure that they stay updated with the newest versions of the
app, and that they stay connected to the content.  All content will be distributed via the
Innerfit for Women app (at the time of publishing this is being hosted in the Spaces by Wix
app).  Should any thing change, Innerfit for Women will advise members via the current app
and give sufficient time for members to make any changes.
This membership is separate from our FREE Facebook Group and communications about the
VIPMe program will not be made in that group.  Additionally, members will not be individually
notified or communicated to via email unless on a personal matter.  All communications will
occur within the app.


